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Among freight audit and payment companies, SSI is unique. We listen. We innovate. We 
help SMALL PARCEL SHIPPERS implement solutions that reduce transportation costs. 
Trust is established through transparency. We encourage shippers to consider the following:

Do you know if CARRIERS ARE PAID? Is it timely payment? Do you have visibility to 
carrier funding? 

At SSI, our number one goal is your trust. Our tools allow shippers to independently 
verify carrier payment. Our solution helps you know exactly when, where and how much 
was paid. We guarantee we’ll be the most transparent partner you’ve ever had. To learn 
more watch our video at: http://ssui.com/freight-payment

Are custom freight contracts audited accurately? Do you employ an AUDIT POLICY for 
each carrier? 

We understand that no single-contract is the same. We develop unique pre-audit poli-
cies and rules for each client to ensure contract accuracy. Not only do we check for 
duplicate bills, rate errors, billing discrepancies, and, of course, service failures, but we 
work with our clients to review the addendums, small-print references, and custom ser-
vices negotiated with the carrier. The result is a more comprehensive audit and greater 
savings. For more information about our custom freight bill audits, watch our video at: 
http://ssui.com/freight-bill-auditing

How good are your parcel shipping reports? Can you dig deep into data? Can you SHIP 
SMARTER? 

SSI will help your shipping department reduce costs and ship smarter by providing tools 
that are far beyond the typical offering. Our business intelligence reports deliver graphs 
and charts that help illustrate carrier activity month-to-month, quarter-to-quarter, and 
year-to-year. We help you uncover and pinpoint shipments and carriers that adversely 
affect cost. Our freight benchmarking dashboards illustrate high-level trends and allow 
analysts to drill deep into shipping metrics. Check out our business intelligence and 
freight benchmarking video at: http://ssui.com/business-intelligence

SSI freight payment and audit services are different by design. Check out our website 
today to WATCH our VIDEOS and DOWNLOAD our FREE WHITE PAPERS to learn more.


